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Why is there a 
zebra with these 
goats?

Lady Zin guards 
them!

She will bite and 
kick anything that 
chases the herd!

Your eyes are not 
playing tricks.

The Lord is a stronghold in 
the day of trouble.

— Nahum 1:7

Pull Apart! This publication is arranged 
as eight “nested” weekly lesson sheets.

Norman and Rosalinda Vizina tend 120 Boer goats on a farm near Lebanon, 
Oregon. Their Grant’s zebra is named Zinfandel and called “Lady Zin” for short. 
The zebra is ten years old and she is very protective of the goats. Mrs. Vizina says 
that Lady Zin “visits” with a neighbor’s cow when she is not guarding her herd. 

LESSON

1
1  zebra on guard duty
2  sleeping bag gifts 
3  mushroom hunters
4  What came next?
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They have no covering 
in the cold.
— Job 24:7

There has been a long war in Syria. Millions of people do not have warm homes to 
live in. Vick Liu had an idea. Why not make a sleeping bag that can roll up into a small 
Travelerpack?  He made a plan. He tested his ideas. He raised money for the project. 
He and friends made down-fi lled bags with pouches to keep things safe. These have 
been sent to Sy ria. 

It is cold in winter in Syria. 
Many homes have no heat.

Vick had an idea. He sewed 
a sleeping bag. He raised 
money. He made more bags.

They have been sent to give 
warmth.

He had an idea 
and it worked! 

A Syrian 
girl shivers 
in the cold.
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WARNING: DO NOT look for this treasure. And NEVER pick or eat mushrooms 
you fi nd sprouting in a yard or park. Grownups must be the ones who hunt 
mushrooms. People in Lithuania love to eat fresh mushrooms. And there are 
more than 400 kinds of the safe-to-eat ones growing in the forests. People dry, 
salt, or marinate the rest to eat later. 

The fear of the Lord is 
Zion’s treasure.
— Isaiah 33:6

It is like a treasure hunt.  

Mushrooms are tasty 
treats in Lithuania.

So people hunt the 
strange plants. 

They look in pine forests. 
It is a contest.

But everyone who fi nds 
some is a winner!
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owl       mushrooms       bucket tree         house         owl

An artist made a painting. Which of the pictures shows what he painted fi rst? 
Which picture shows what he added next? In each circle, number the pictures 
from fi rst to last. Circle the word that tells what was added to each picture.

bucket         owl         frog

house         owl         bucket

bucket         lake         train

river         plane         frog

4
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God gave man control over the things 
He created—even “whatever passes 

along the paths of the seas.”
— Psalm 8:8

A giant tsunami (wave) hit Japan after an earthquake seven years 
ago. Items from land were washed into the Pacifi c Ocean. Many of 
these were plastic—boats, crates, and pallets. Nearly 300 different 
kinds of sea life caught a ride inside these things. And a big ocean 
current swept all of it to the West Coast. How can that be?

They came 
from where?

LESSON

2
1  riding the currents
2  butterfl ies in winter? 
3  old and young 
4  rhyme room

These sea creatures 
had a long ride.

Floating debris

current

JAPAN U.S.A.

Alaska
(U.S.A.)

Sea critters wash up on the West Coast. 

A storm hit Japan years ago. 

Plastic crates swept across the ocean.

Fish caught a ride. All the way to America!
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And we all, beholding the glory of the 
Lord, are being transformed.

— 2 Corinthians 3:18

The “Tropical Butterfl ies Alive in Winter” exhibit is at the American 
Museum of Natural History in New York until May 28. This is the 
20th year for the exhibit. Up to 500 different kinds of butterfl ies from 
around the world are there. You can see eggs, caterpillars, pupae, 
and adult butterfl ies in a huge room called a vivarium. 

Butterfl ies are at a New 
York museum.

They fl it through a 
warm room.

See the dazzling colors. 

Hold still if one lands on 
you!

See them all 
winter long!

2
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There is a school in a nursing home in New York City. It is 
for older teens that have learning disabilities. They all have 
jobs. One delivers mail. Others get supplies and do other 
things. All of the teens take classes. They learn how to do 
jobs well. Old people help the kids. They tell stories of their 
past. The old and young learn from one another.

You shall stand up before the gray head 
and honor the face of an old man.

— Leviticus 19:32

This school is for 
young and old.

A school for teens is 
in a nursing home!

Teens need to learn 
how to work.

Old people need 
young people around.

They help each other.

Kevin Perez helps 
102-year-old Ms. Freedman.

Students 
attend a 

math class.

Louie Garcia 
delivers mail.
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Fifteen things in this room have been replaced with rhymes. Use the 
word list. Describe all of the rhymes. Say “I see a snail instead of a tail.”

tree
sail

moon

parrot
� re
fan

stool
chair

phone

lamp
book
dog

tail
slipper

plug

4
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The works of [God’s] hands are 
established forever and ever.

— Psalm 111:7-8

Over 100 cars were in this year’s Soap Box Derby in Decatur, Georgia. 
Kids and an adult worked to make small cars for racing downhill. 
No motors were allowed. Gravity pulled each car. It is one of God’s 
unchangeable laws. Three kids learned that lesson. Their car was heavy. 
It crashed into hay bales at the bottom of the hill. But no one was hurt.

Where are 
the motors?

These cars took part in a 
Soap Box Derby.

It was a fun race.

But the cars have no 
motors. 

God created gravity. It 
pulled each car downhill.

LESSON

3
1  racing downhill
2  snake road 
3  another new quarter
4  fi nd differences
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Agur wrote that he did not understand 
“the way of a serpent on a rock.”

Proverbs 30:18-19

A dirt road in the LaRue-Pine Hills Research Natural Area in Illinois is 
called Snake Road. Every fall, snakes must cross the road to go from 
their summer home in a swamp to their winter home on the other side, 
deep under limestone rocks. Scott Ballard got a law passed. It closes 
Snake Road for two months in spring and one month in the fall. 

Do not 
cross 
here!

Snakes crossed this gravel road in the 
fall. They slithered to their winter homes.

Scott Ballard kept watch. And the road 
closed for a month.

Nothing ran over the snakes.

Snakes are good at hiding.

Would you have seen this one?

George Rogers Clark lived long 
ago. He was a brave soldier.

A U.S. park has his name.

A new quarter helps us 
remember what he did.

New quarters tell 

2
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The U.S. Mint is putting out 56 new “America the Beautiful” quarters. The 
George Rogers Clark quarter is number 40. It shows Mr. Clark leading 
a small band of brave men to capture a fort from the British during the 
Revolutionary War. Indiana has a national historical park named for 
Mr. Clark. Maybe you can fi nd a quarter from your state or territory.

For they were all mighty 
men of valor.

— 1 Chronicles 12:21

George Rogers Clark lived long 
ago. He was a brave soldier.

A U.S. park has his name.

A new quarter helps us 
remember what he did.

New quarters tell 
an old story.

People like to collect 
other quarters in the 

set, too.
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Find 10 differences between the 
two racing pictures. Describe 

each one. Make a tally mark for 
each one in the red box.

4
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The trust of all who forget 
God is a spider’s web. 

Read Job 8:14.

Wesley Huffmaster was hiking in the woods of Georgia. He looked up to see 
a huge golden spider web hanging above the path. The spider on it had a 
yellow body with blue-green stripes on its back, black legs with yellow-orange 
stripes, and red on its underside. He sent the spider to an expert. The Joro 
spider had come from Asia. How did it get here? 

LESSON

4
1  spider from afar
2  racing on sun power 
3  rough diamond
4  Is it a spider or not?

It is big and 
so colorful!

Wesley H. hiked in the woods. 
Surprise!

He spied a gold spider web in a 
tree. On the web was a Joro spider!

Most Joro spiders live in Asia. 
How did this one get to Georgia?
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For the sun rises with its 
scorching heat.
— James 1:11

The World Solar Challenge has been taking place for 30 years. Teams 
from 40 countries build cars that run on sun-power. The race takes place 
in Australia. The cars cover 1,864 miles through the very hot center of the 
country. The car built by students at Delft University of Technology in The 
Netherlands won for the thi rd year in a row. 

The cars needed 
sunlight to run.

There was a race in the hot sun. 

Panels soaked up sunlight. 
They made electricity.

Batteries stored it.  
Sun power made the cars go!

The Nuna 9 won the race.

2
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Emmanuel Momo found a diamond about the size of a hockey puck 
in Sierra Leone, Africa. It is among 20 of the largest diamonds ever 
found. Mr. Momo gave it to his country’s leaders. They planned to 
auction it and use the money for many projects. The diamond is 
the hardest mineral known. It is often used to cut and polish other 
not-so-hard materials.

With a point of diamond [the sin of 
Judah] is engraved on the tablet 
of their heart. — Jeremiah 17:1

Have you seen a diamond? 

Once it was not so sparkly. 
It looked like this rock. 

And this rock is worth a lot of money!

Sparkling gems 
once were rocks.

People sometimes fi nd 
diamonds in river mud.
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E

Spiders have two 
body parts and eight 
legs. They don’t have 
wings and antennae.

Sam likes 
insects, 

NOT spiders
Which stickers 
will he choose?

Sara loves 
spiders, 

NOT insects.
Which stickers 
will she choose?

4
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The living God 
delivers and rescues.

— Daniel 6:26-27

A bird-like robot has landed at the University of Michigan. It is 
called “Cassie.” The name comes from the cassowary (KASS-ah-
ware-ee). It is a bird like the ostrich. But robotics students hope 
that Cassie one day will be able to rescue people in danger. They 
tested it out. It walked up a grassy slope. Then whack! It fell on its 
face. More work must be done.

It looks like a bird with no head.

Its knees are bent back.

It wobbles.

It falls over with a whack.

But someday it might rescue you.

Then it will be on the right track.

The robot 
is not quite 

ready to work.

LESSON

5
1  robot with bird legs
2  blind and reading
3  an ancient fi sh
4  glue dot braille

It looks like a bird with no head.

is not quite 
ready to work.

An engineering 
student takes 
Cassie for a 
test walk.
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Then the eyes of the blind shall 
be opened.— Isaiah 35:5

Braille is a way for blind people to read and write. They use their 
fi ngers to feel raised dots. These stand for letters or words and 
numbers. But now devices like iPads and iPhones can read aloud to 
us. Blind people like to use these devices. Experts say that only 
13 out of 100 blind children today can read Braille. So they do not 
learn to spell.

Some blind kids use Braille 
to read. Their fi ngers feel 
bumps on paper. 

But many blind kids use 
gadgets. These read out 
loud to them.

How do the kids learn to spell?

How does a blind 
child learn to read?

Metal plates press into paper to make the 
dots that blind people feel with their fi ngers.

The Braille Alphabet

2
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Until the late 1980s, scientists thought that the coelacanth was 
extinct. Now they know that two kinds of coelacanths live in 
warm ocean waters off east Africa and Indonesia. Lionel Cavin 
found a fossil of a different kind of coelacanth near Davos, 
Switzerland. Where did that fi sh come from?

So God created every living creature 
with which the waters swarm.

— Genesis 1:21

Two kinds of this fi sh swim in 
warm ocean waters today.

Could this be a fossil of an old, 
third kind? It was found in the 
Alps Mountains.

The fi sh is a SEE-la-kanth.

Is it a new kind 
of old fi sh?
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Use the braille alphabet on page 2. Spell the red words by putting blobs of white 
glue on dots. When the glue dries, try reading by touch with your eyes closed.

e y e s

b l i n d

r e a d

s p e l l

b u m p s

f e e l4
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[God] gives snow like wool.
— Psalm 147:16

Two small cities in South Korea are ready for the Winter Olympic Games. 
People have built skating and hockey rinks, bobsled tracks, and ski jumps. 
New hotels are ready for visitors. And the athletes have spent years getting 
strong and ready to compete. What is your favorite winter sport?

LESSON

6
1  games in the snow
2  jobs for bad cats 
3  tallow trees
4  map symbols

Skates will speed. 
Snow boards will soar.

Bobsleds  will slide. 
Medals will be won.

People will cheer.

It is time for the 
Winter Olympics!
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And God saw everything that He 
had made, and behold, it was 

very good. — Genesis 1:31

The Animal Care and Control Team in Philadelphia began to 
place unadoptable cats at barns or stables about four years ago. 
Now they also place cats in factories and warehouses. Cats that 
hiss, scratch, spit, or won’t use a litter box become helpful critters 
when they are allowed to roam free and hunt. 

What can you do with 
cats that bite, hiss, 
and scratch?

Put them to work. 
Let them catch mice.

Surprise! Soon they 
are happy. They even 
will play with you.

There is a place 
for naughty cats.

Gary hunts for mice 
in a warehouse.

Shelley 
has a job 

to do.

Spike will get a 
new home.

2
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Tallow trees were brought to America from China. They look pretty. But 
the tree grows to an adult in three years. It drops 100,000 seeds every year. 
Sprays cannot kill it. Now tallows grow in about ten states in the Southeast. 
The fl ea beetle also comes from China. It eats only tallow tree leaves. Is it 
safe to use them to kill the pesky trees?

For the king of Israel has come 
out to seek a single fl ea.

— 1 Samuel 26:20

It is a plant pest.
The tallow tree is 
from China. 

It is a PEST! It grows 
fast.  It is hard to kill.

But there is the fl ea 
beetle. It eats tallow 
leaves. 

Can the beetles 
control this pest?

Gregory hunts for 
mice in a warehouse.

The fl ea beetle. It might help 
slow down the tallow trees.
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Each picture stands for an area in the park. Write the picture’s number in 
the circle in that area. Describe what is happening in each area.

1                         2                  3                                       4                      5               

6                           7                          8                        9

9

Big Dan’s 
Choo-Choo

Twisted 
Spoke Trail

Gotta Go 
Rest Area

Cold Toe 
Campground

Nosey Bear 
Picnic Park

No Nibble 
Pond

Yippee! 
Playground

Sure Shot 
Hunting Land

Turtle 
Beach

4 January/February 2018  •  God’s Big WORLD R. Bishop
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Until heaven and Earth disappear, not the 
smallest letter will by any means disappear 

from the Law. — Matthew 5:18 (NIV)

Have you noticed the letters on chalkboards outside 
coffee shops or restaurants lately? A person might have 
written them. Do they look friendlier than signs printed 
on computers? People like Chelsie Tamms from Peoria, 
Illinois, make a living hand-lettering signs. Her lettering 
gives a personal touch to the work she does.

How neat are 
your letters?

LESSON

7
1  letters make art
2  city hawks at work 
3  Washington’s tent
4  fi nding on a map

A – B – C. Move your pencil with 
care. It is hard to make neat letters.

Chelsie Tamms says, “Practice!”

Your letters could look like hers. 
They decorate signs all over town.
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Is it by your understanding 
that the hawk soars? 

— Job 39:26

Seagulls, pigeons, and other birds can be big pests in cities. They 
want safety, food, and water. They pester people. They leave 
messes. Alyssa and Mike Bodonaro are “The Hawk Pros.” They let 
their hawks fl y over city buildings where pest birds live. The pests 
are afraid. They fi nd new homes. The hawks fl y back to their owners. 
They get treats for their hard work.

Hawks work in the city.

A city has 
shelter, food, 
and water. Pesky 
birds like it there.

The “Hawk Pros” bring 
their hawks to the city.

These fl y high and swoop low. 
They scare away the pests.

2
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Philip Mead is chief historian at the American Revolution Museum. 
He spotted a watercolor painting online. It was up for auction. He 
believed it was of the tent General George Washington lived in 
during the Revolutionary War. He bought it. The man who designed 
Washington, D.C., painted it. It might be the only wartime painting 
ever done of the tent. 

King Solomon made the men of Israel 
his soldiers, offi cers, and commanders. 

Read 2 Chronicles 8:9

George Washington 
was head of an army. 
He had to be near his 
men. He lived in a tent.

A painting of that very 
tent has been found.

It is in a museum. 
And so is the tent!

It is a real painting of the real tent. 

George Washington 
was head of an army. 
He had to be near his 
men. He lived in a tent.

A painting of that very 
tent has been found.

It is in a museum. 
And so is the tent!

It is a real painting of the real tent. It is a real painting of the real tent. 
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 Pine Island  Apple Park  Lazy Dock

 Shark Bite Bay  Pirate Ship  Sleepy Den 

 Red Riding Bridge  Hunting Point   Turtle Trail

 Clem the Carp  Blue Bald Rock  One Swan

2-B

A

B

C

D

2 3 41 2 3 4

A

B

C

D

To fi nd things on a map, use coordinates. Follow the number down and the letter across. 

4
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Whatever your hand fi nds to do, 
do it with your might.
— Ecclesiastes 9:10

The Toy Hall of Fame in Rochester, New York, is a great place to 
visit! It is fi lled with toys that children around the world have played 
with. And this year, the board game Clue, the Wiffl e Ball, and the 
paper airplane have joined 60 other toys in the museum. All of them 
are fun to play with and have been around for many years. 

Meet the new Hall of Fame toys!
Use your noodle.

Solve the Clue-dle.

Do not sneeze or sniffl e

When you whack a Wiffl e.

Stay out of the drippy rain 

To toss your paper plane.

LESSON

8
1  all-time favorite toys
2  That’s a scary turtle! 
3  holding back water
4  follow steps to fold

The Toy Hall of Fame in Rochester, New York, is a great place to 
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And God made everything that 
creeps along the ground according 

to its kind. — Genesis 1:25

No wild alligator snapping turtles have been seen in southern Illinois 
in 30 years. People released snappers from other places into the 
rivers. Chris Phillips was diving for a small male that had a tracker on 
it. But the water was very muddy. He pulled up a huge female. She 
has always lived there! Scientists are excited. Maybe there are other 
wild snappers.

Look at this snapping 
turtle. Would you hold 
onto it?

Chris dived for one 
like it. It has a tracker.

This one is way bigger. 
She has always lived 
in the river.

He did not drop it!

2
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For hundreds of years, the Dutch have built dikes. These are like a 
wall. Many are made from sand and soil. Engineers in the village of 
Spakenburg have built a dike of steel and plastic. It is hidden in the 
sidewalk along the harbor. The dike rises automatically when the 
water level rises. It is is one of many fl ood-protecting ideas other 
countries want.

All the streams run to the sea, 
but the sea is not full.

— Ecclesiastes 1:7

Much of the Netherlands 
once was under water.

The Dutch know how 
to keep water out. They 
build dikes—even one 
that fl oats!

People in other countries 
learn from them.

It is a watery land.

Lots of houses are lower than 
the water behind a dike.

This wall goes up and down.
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Follow the numbers to fold a 
paper airplane. Add shapes 

and colors to your paper fi rst, 
for a decorated airplane.
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